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Abstract—Skip Graph, one of the structured overlays, provides
a scalable network owing to the routing path lengths of O(log n),
where n denotes the total number of nodes. However, there is
a problem that most of the routing paths are quite longer than
the shortest paths because each node in the network knows only
its neighbors, rather than the global topology. In general, long
routing paths lead to long delay times and low fault tolerance.
Herein, we propose Detouring Skip Graph, which shortens the
path lengths through the use of detour routes. It does not
require construction of extra links or modification of its topology;
thereby, it can succeed in shortening them while maintaining
the advantages of Skip Graph. The evaluation experiments show
that the average path length was shortened by approximately
20%–30% in comparison with Skip Graph.
Index Terms—Skip Graph, structured overlay, routing algorithm, detour route

I. I NTRODUCTION
Overlay networks are application-level logical networks
built on existing networks such as the Internet. Specially
structured overlays construct autonomous distributed networks
according to specific data structures or protocols; thereby
providing reachability to target nodes, high scalability, efficient
routings, and high fault tolerance. Owing to the properties, application to large-scale distributed systems such as distributed
key/value stores [1], video streaming [2], and online games [3]
has been proposed. In recent years, application to the fields of
IoT and Blockchain is also expected [4], [5].
Skip Graph [6], one of the structured overlays, is a distributed data structure that provides the capability of range
queries as a result of preserving the order of keys by managing
data without hashing. Over the years, numerous extensions
and improvements of Skip Graph have been proposed, even in
recent studies [7], [8].
However, it is still a challenge that each node cannot take
full advantage of existing links because it knows only its
neighbors, rather than the global topology. Thus, the routing
paths tend to be quite longer than the shortest paths. In
general, overlay networks whose routing paths are long lead
to long delay times and low fault tolerance. Since most
application mentioned above of overlay networks requires the
responsiveness and the reliability, shortening routing paths is
a critical demand for overlays including Skip Graph.

Fig. 1: An example of Skip Graph.

Herein, we propose an extension of Skip Graph which is
called Detouring Skip Graph. It shortens the path lengths
through the more efficient use of existing links while maintaining the advantages of Skip Graph. Specifically, its routing
algorithm is different from that of Skip Graph in two ways:
each node 1) utilizes detour routes and 2) traverses adjacent
nodes from its maximum level.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents an overview of Skip Graph and the related work on
shortening path lengths. Section III presents Detouring Skip
Graph in detail. Section IV presents the evaluation experiments
for the proposed method and the results. Finally, Section V
presents the conclusion of this study.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Skip Graph
Skip Graph is a distributed data structure designed based
on Skip List [9], and each node belongs to multiple sorted
doubly linked lists. Figure 1 shows an example of a topology
of Skip Graph. Each node has a key in a totally ordered set
and a random string called membership vector (MV), which
plays a key role in constructing the topology of Skip Graph.
In the figure, the set of alphabets that are elements of MV is
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Fig. 3: Should node vcurrent select the detour route?

Fig. 2: A searchOp routing from node A to key 15.
{0, 1}. In a linked list at level l, the leading l digits of the MV
of every node is the same as that of all others. Particularly at
level 0, all nodes belong to one linked list. Therefore, each
node belongs to O(log n) linked lists. Further, by using the
same method as Skip List, Skip Graph achieves a routing path
length of O(log n) for a query to search a key ktarget . A detailed
explanation of the routing algorithm is presented below, where
it is assumed that the keys in the linked lists are sorted in
ascending order from left to right.
Herein, suppose node vcurrent in Skip Graph is receiving a
query searchOp to search a node that has a specific key.
The query has three information (vstart , ktarget , lprev ): a start
node vstart , a target key ktarget , and the level lprev at which
the previous node sends the query. If vcurrent .key, which means
the key of vcurrent , equals to ktarget , vcurrent sends a query
foundOp to vstart since it means that vcurrent is the target
node. If vcurrent .key < ktarget , vcurrent traverses the right adjacent
nodes at the levels from lprev in descending order and sends a
search query searchOp to the first adjacent node vnext where
vnext .key ≤ ktarget . If vcurrent .key > ktarget , vcurrent traverses the
left adjacent nodes and sends a search query searchOp to
the next node in a similar manner.
Figure 2 shows a routing process for a query to target
key ktarget = 15 issued at node A on the condition that each
node follows the above method in the topology shown in
Figure 1. Then, the key sequence of the nodes on the path
is (0, 4, 9, 13, 15), and the path length is 4.
B. Shortening Path Lengths
The path length is 4 in Figure 2, however, there are shorter
paths in reality. For instance, if node A chooses node G at
level 2 instead of node C at level 1 as the next node, the key
sequence of the nodes on the path would be (0, 18, 15), and
the path length would be 2 (which is shorter than 4). Thus,
the routing of Skip Graph is inefficient in that it cannot fully
utilize the existing links. Therefore, various approaches have
been proposed for shortening the path lengths.
In the above example, at the route from node A to node G,
the magnitude relationship between the key of the node and
the target key ktarget is reversed. Routes like this are hereinafter

referred to as “detour routes.” The proposed method (described
later in detail) utilizes detour routes. It is similar to the method
proposed by Higuchi et al. [10] in terms of use of detour
routes. However, the subject of their method is not ordinary
Skip Graph but Skip Graph whose topology is balanced by
means of using linear hashing preserving the order.
There are already several methods to shorten path lengths of
Skip Graph routings: e.g., methods that involve construction
of extra links in the Skip Graph and appropriate routings on
the topology [11], [12], and methods that reconstruct or refine
the unbalanced topology resulting from randomly generated
MVs into the ideal topology [7], [8], [13], [14]. However,
the construction of extra links and the modification of the
topology lead to an increase in necessary transfer messages
and maintenance cost.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
The main idea of Detouring Skip Graph is the utilization
of detour routes. Moreover, the idea can be combined with
the technique traversing from maximum levels. This section
presents these ideas and the details of Detouring Skip Graph
whose routing algorithm combines them.
In the following, let K be a set of keys. To simplify, we
assume that K is a subset of rational numbers1 and multiple
nodes do not have the same key. Thus, arithmetic operations
and absolute values are well-defined on K.
A. Utilizing Detour Routes
The routing algorithm of Detouring Skip Graph utilizes
detour routes. The idea is based on the following argument.
Figure 3 shows a part of the topology of Figure 1. Let vnext
and vlower be the right neighbors of node vcurrent at level 1 and
0, respectively. Now, suppose vcurrent is receiving a query to
target key ktarget where 9 ≤ ktarget < 18. In a situation where
it follows the routing algorithm of Skip Graph, it selects vlower
as the next node. If ktarget = 15, the key sequence of the nodes
on the path would be (4, 9, 13, 15), and the path length would
be 3. However, in a situation where it selects vnext as the next
node, i.e., it uses the detour route, the key sequence would be
(4, 18, 15), and the path length would be 2. The path length of
the latter is shorter than that of the former. The effectiveness
of such detour routes is dependent on the position of the target
key; if ktarget = 13, the path length of using the detour route
would be longer than that of using the ordinary route.
1 As a mathematical fact, any countable totally ordered set can be order
embedded into the set of rational numbers [15].
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As shown in Figure 3, it can be determined from the center
of the node sequence at the lower level (level 0 in Figure 3)
whether vcurrent should select vnext or vlower to shorten the path
length. This section presents the routing algorithm that each
node determines the next node based on a detour criterion at
each level.
Algorithm 1: searchDROp in node vcurrent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30

/* utilizing Detour Routes
*/
upon receiving hsearchDROp, vstart , ktarget , lprev i then
if vcurrent .key = ktarget then
send hfoundOp, vcurrent i to vstart ;
return;
else if vcurrent .key < ktarget then
for lcurrent ← lprev downTo 0 do
vnext ← vcurrent .neighbors[R][lcurrent ];
if vnext .key ≤ ktarget then
send hsearchDROp, vstart , ktarget , lcurrent i to
vnext ;
return;
else if lcurrent > 0 then
vlower ← vcurrent .neighbors[R][lcurrent − 1];
if closeToRight(ktarget , vlower .key, vnext .key) then
send hsearchDROp, vstart , ktarget , lcurrent i to
vnext ;
return;
else
for lcurrent ← lprev downTo 0 do
vnext ← vcurrent .neighbors[L][lcurrent ];
if vnext .key ≥ ktarget then
send hsearchDROp, vstart , ktarget , lcurrent i to
vnext ;
return;
else if lcurrent > 0 then
vlower ← vcurrent .neighbors[L][lcurrent − 1];
if ¬ closeToRight(ktarget , vnext .key, vlower .key) then
send hsearchDROp, vstart , ktarget , lcurrent i to
vnext ;
return;

Fig. 4: A searchDROp routing from node A to key 15 where
2
mid(k1 , k2 ) = k1 +k
2 .
equal for the set V of all participating nodes at any point in
time and any k1 , k2 ∈ K (k1 ≤ k2 ).

1) # k ∈ K | k1 ≤ k ≤ mid(k1 , k2 ) ∧∃ v ∈ V, v.key = k

2) # k ∈ K | mid(k1 , k2 ) ≤ k ≤ k2 ∧∃ v ∈ V, v.key = k
We give some examples of defining mid. Let v.key, the key
of a node v, be regarded as a random variable. If
K = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and P {v.key = k} =
then
mid(k1 , k2 ) :=

Algorithm 1 is a pseudocode of this algorithm. Herein,
vcurrent traverses adjacent nodes in the same way as Skip Graph
when node vcurrent receives a query searchDROp. However,
if vcurrent judges that using a detour route is better than not
using it, vcurrent selects the end node of the detour route as
the next node. Function closeToRight(ktarget , kleft , kright ) can be
used to make this judgment. Let Iright be {k ∈ K | k ≥ kright }.
The function returns true if the signed distance from ktarget to
Iright is smaller than that from mid(kleft , kright ) to Iright , i.e.,
kright − ktarget < kright − mid(kleft , kright ); otherwise, it returns
false. Intuitively, it means that ktarget is closer to kright than
mid(kleft , kright ). Further, mid is a design parameter that can be
defined as a function before the construction of the topology
where it satisfies that the following 1) and 2) are approximately

k1 + k2
.
2

If
 k+1
1
K = {0, 1, . . .} and P {v.key = k} =
,
2
then

send hnotFoundOp, vcurrent i to vstart ;
function closeToRight(ktarget , kleft , kright )
kmid ← mid(kleft , kright );
return kmid < ktarget ;

1
,
n

mid(k1 , k2 ) := − log2

2


1 k1
2

+
3


1 k2
2

!
.

By defining mid in this way, mid(vlower .key, vnext .key) or
mid(vnext .key, vprev .key) refers to key estimation of the center
of the lower-level node sequence. Thus, closeToRight plays
the appropriate role of a detour judgment.
In practice, it is difficult to obtain the distribution of the
keys beforehand. However, from the evaluation experiment
presented in Section IV, we observed that it is effective in
many cases for shortening path lengths by defining mid as:
mid(k1 , k2 ) :=

k1 + k2
.
2

Figure 4 shows the routing process for a query to target key
ktarget = 15 issued at node A on the condition that each node
follows Algorithm 1 in the topology shown in Figure 1. The
key sequence of the nodes on the path is (0, 18, 15), and the
path length is 2, which is shorter than that of Figure 2.
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B. Traversing from the Maximum Level
In addition to utilizing detour routes, we can improve the
routings of Skip Graph by making each node to traverse from
the maximum level.
As discussed in Section II-A, in the routings of Skip Graph,
node vcurrent traverses the adjacent nodes at the levels from
reception level lprev in descending order and determines the
first adjacent node vnext that satisfies the condition as the
next node. The levels are monotonically decreasing for the
entire routing. However, there are cases where adjacent nodes
at levels larger than lprev satisfy the condition. Moreover,
the larger the sending level, the larger the difference in key
between adjacent nodes. Therefore, the difference between the
key of the next node and the target key ktarget is not larger when
traversing from level vcurrent .maxLevel than when traversing
from level lprev , where v.maxLevel is the maximum level of
node v. Thus, it is effective in shortening the path lengths that
each node traverses from its maximum level.
Algorithm 2: searchMLOp in node vcurrent
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

/* traversing from Max Level
upon receiving hsearchMLOp, vstart , ktarget i then
if vcurrent .key = ktarget then
send hfoundOp, vcurrent i to vstart ;
return;
else if vcurrent .key < ktarget then
for lcurrent ← vcurrent .maxLevel downTo 0 do
vnext ← vcurrent .neighbors[R][lcurrent ];
if vnext .key ≤ ktarget then
send hsearchMLOp, vstart , ktarget i to vnext ;
return;

16

else
for lcurrent ← vcurrent .maxLevel downTo 0 do
vnext ← vcurrent .neighbors[L][lcurrent ];
if vnext .key ≥ ktarget then
send hsearchMLOp, vstart , ktarget i to vnext ;
return;

17

send hnotFoundOp, vcurrent i to vstart

11
12
13
14
15

*/

Algorithm 2 is a pseudocode of this algorithm. When
node vcurrent receives a query searchMLOp, vcurrent traverses
adjacent nodes from vcurrent .maxLevel and sends a query
searchMLOp to the first node that satisfies the condition.
This routing differs from that of Skip Graph only in the start
level of traversing. Note that it is possible to use binary search
for finding a next node instead of linear search, which is faster,
but this code uses the latter for simplicity.
Figure 5 shows a routing process for a query to target key
ktarget = 15 issued at node A on the condition that each node
follows Algorithm 2 in the topology shown in Figure 1. The
key sequence of the nodes on the path is (0, 4, 9, 15), and the
path length is 3, which is shorter than that of Figure 2.
It should be noted that Algorithm 2 has the disadvantage of
increasing the computation costs incurred between receiving
a query and determining the next node, although it has the
advantage of shortening the path lengths. Let lMAX be the

Fig. 5: A searchMLOp routing from node A to key 15.

maximum value of the maximum levels of all nodes, which
is O(log n), and let H be the path length, which is O(log n).
Then, the sum of the time required for each node on a routing
path to determine the next node until finishing a rounting
process, except for the communication time and the I/O
processing time, is O(lMAX + H) = O(log n) for Skip Graph.
On the other hand, in the case of the following Algorithm 2,
it is O(H · lMAX ) = O(log2 n). Especially when using binary
search, it is O(H log lMAX ) = O(log n · log(log n)). These are
inferior to Skip Graph in terms of computational complexity.
However, the time taken for a routing is typically dominated
by the communication time, hence it is more important to
shorten path lengths in most cases.
C. Detouring Skip Graph: Combining Two Improvements
Because the two improved routing algorithms described
above are independent changes from the routing algorithm
of Skip Graph, an algorithm combining them can be defined
naturally. We refer an extension of Skip Graph that performs
such routing as Detouring Skip Graph.
When node vcurrent receives a query searchDSGOp, vcurrent
traverses adjacent nodes from vcurrent .maxLevel in the same
way as described in Section III-B and sends a query
searchDSGOp to the first node that satisfies the condition.
In the process, searchDSGOp uses detour routes based on
the detour judgment as described in Section III-A.
From the foregoing, Detouring Skip Graph can bring about
the shortening of path lengths for search queries. Unlike
the existing methods discussed in Section II-B, it does not
require construction of extra links or modification of its
topology. Therefore, there is no increase in message transfer
and management costs. Additionally, it is an extension that
maintains the good properties of Skip Graph.
D. Reachability of Detouring Skip Graph
Detouring Skip Graph is characterized in that the key
sequences of the nodes on a routing path are not monotonic in
order, which is a property that does not apply to Skip Graph.
You might consider that the routing process may lead to an
infinite loop. However, the reachability is guaranteed, which
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is proved in this section. It should be assumed that Detouring
Skip Graph does not separate as a network.
Suppose a search query whose target key is k is being
issued. Then, each variable can be defined as follows.
• Let (a1 , a2 , . . .) be the key sequence of the nodes on the
routing path.
• Sk := {x ∈ K | x < k}.
• Tk := {x ∈ K | x > k}.
• Let (as1 , as2 , . . .) be the subsequence of (ai )i , whose
elements are all ai satisfying ai ∈ Sk .
• Let (at1 , at2 , . . .) be the subsequence of (ai )i , whose
elements are all ai satisfying ai ∈ Tk .
• Let binary relation k , ≺k on Sk × Tk be:
– k := {(x, y) ∈ Sk × Tk | closeToRight(k, x, y)}
– ≺k := {(x, y) ∈ Sk × Tk | ¬closeToRight(k, x, y)}.
Intuitively, x k y implies that y is closer to k than x,
and x ≺k y implies that x is closer to k than y.
The query reaches the target node if and only if (ai )i is a
finite sequence. Thus, it is sufficient to show that (ai )i is finite.
If both (asj )j and (atj )j are strictly approaching k (i.e., they
are strictly increasing and strictly decreasing, respectively),
(ai )i converges to the key of the target node in finite steps
and (ai )i is a finite sequence.
Next, to show the strict monotonicity of each subsequence,
the function mid used as the detour judgment must exhibit the
following property.
Property 1: ∀ x ∈ Sk ,∀ y ∈ Tk ,
(
∀ 0
x ∈ Sk , [x0 ≤ x ⇒ x0 ≺k y]
• x ≺k y ⇒
∀ 0
y ∈ Tk , [y 0 ≤ y ⇒ x ≺k y 0 ]
(
∀ 0
x ∈ Sk , [x0 ≥ x ⇒ x0 k y]
• x k y ⇒
∀ 0
y ∈ Tk , [y 0 ≥ y ⇒ x k y 0 ]
Property 1 is satisfied whenever mid is defined as the median estimation based on any probability distribution, e.g.,
mid(x, y) := x+y
2 . Then, the following lemma holds.
Lemma 1: ∀ x1 , x2 ∈ Sk ,∀ y1 , y2 ∈ Tk ,
∃

•
x ∈ Sk s.t. (x ≺k y1 ∧ x k y2 ) ⇒ y1 < y2
∃

•
y ∈ Tk s.t. (x1 k y ∧ x2 ≺k y) ⇒ x1 > x2
Proof: Suppose there exists x ∈ Sk such that x ≺k y1
and x k y2 . If y1 ≥ y2 , then x k y1 because of x k y2 and
Property 1, however it contradicts x ≺k y1 . Therefore, we have
that y1 < y2 . The latter proposition can also be established in
the same way.
Lemma 1 derives the following theorem.
Theorem 1: (asj )j and (atj )j are strictly increasing and
strictly decreasing, respectively.
Proof: It is sufficient for each step i to show that:
(
j > 1 ⇒ asj > asj−1 ( if ∃ j s.t. sj = i)
(∗)
j > 1 ⇒ atj < atj−1 ( if ∃ j s.t. tj = i),
where step i represents the process on the i-th node in the
routing path. This can be shown using mathematical induction.
Suppose (∗) holds at step 1, 2, . . . , i.

TABLE I: Routing algorithms used as the evaluation subjects.
searchOp

: Skip Graph

(Sec. II-A)

searchDROp

: Utilizing detour routes

(Sec. III-A)

searchMLOp

: Traversing from max level

(Sec. III-B)

searchDSGOp

: Detouring Skip Graph

(Sec. III-C)

1) If ai = k, then step i + 1 does not exist because the
routing process is complete.
2) If ai ∈ Sk , then the four cases are considered:
(i) ai+1 ∈ Sk , (ii) ai+1 ∈ Tk , (iii) ai+1 = k, and
(iv) ai+1 does not exist. In case (i) and (iii), (∗) holds
at step i + 1 because ai < ai+1 and ai+1 ∈
/ Sk ∪ Tk ,
respectively. In case (iv), step i+1 does not exist because
the routing process is complete. In case (ii), because a
detour route is used, there exist j and x ∈ Sk such that
tj = i + 1, x > ai , and x ≺k atj . From Property 1, we
have atj−1 +1 k atj−1 . If j > 1, then it implies that a
detour route was used at step tj−1 and that no detour
route was used at step tj−1 + 1, tj−1 + 2, . . . , i − 1
owing to the definition of subsequence (atj0 )j 0 .
Thus, atj−1 +1 , atj−1 +2 , . . . , ai ∈ Sk , and there exists
y ∈ Tk such that y < atj−1 and atj−1 +1 k y. From
Property 1, we have atj−1 +1 k atj−1 . In addition,
atj−1 +1 < atj−1 +2 < · · · < ai holds by the induction
hypothesis. From Property 1, we have ai k atj−1 .
Thus, atj < atj−1 holds because of Lemma 1, i.e., (∗)
holds at step i + 1.
3) If ai ∈ Tk , then (∗) holds at step i + 1, which can be
shown in the same way as 2).
Therefore, the reachability to the target node is guaranteed
for any search query.
IV. E VALUATION
We evaluated the path length by conducting a simulation
experiment and observed the effect of the proposed method.
We experimented with the following three key generation
methods:
• Generated by uniform distribution.
• Generated by power-law distribution.
• Random English titles on Wikipedia.
A. Generated by Uniform Distribution
We used pseudorandom numbers to generate keys so that
the keys of participating nodes follows a uniform distribution
P {v.key = k} = 2130 (k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 230 − 1}) where v.key is
the key of a node v regarded as a random variable. Then, the
center estimation mid for this distribution is
k1 + k2
miduniform (k1 , k2 ) :=
.
2
On the topology constructed based on the keys generated
by the above method, every node issued 100 search queries
whose target keys ktarget ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 230 − 1} are generated
by uniform distribution. We plotted the average of all path
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Fig. 6: Average path lengths on a topology whose keys were
generated by uniform distribution.
lengths of the routings for these queries in Figure 6. The
horizontal axis represents the number of participating nodes
in increments of 100, and the vertical axis represents the
average path length. Each line corresponds to each routing method, where searchDSGOp(mid:uniform) and
searchDROp(mid:uniform) represent routings that involve the use of miduniform as a center estimation for the keys.
Table I is a correspondence table between names of routing
algorithms and the section numbers with their descriptions.
Further, every routing method is executed on the same topology for each number of nodes; and each topology is built by
adding nodes to the existing topology, rather than rebuilt from
scratch each time. These conditions are the same for the other
experiments discussed in the subsequent sections.
As a result, the average path lengths are shorter
in the order of searchDSGOp(mid:uniform),
searchDROp(mid:uniform),
searchMLOp,
and
searchOp. Furthermore, Detouring Skip Graph executing
searchDSGOp(mid:uniform) shortens the average path
lengths by about 32% compared to Skip Graph executing
searchOp.
B. Generated by Power-Law Distribution
We converted pseudorandom numbers to generate keys so
that the keys of participating
nodes follow power-law distribuZ
k

f (k)dk (0 ≤ k ≤ 230 ) where v.key

tion P {v.key ≤ k} =
0

is the key of a node v regarded as a random variable, f denotes
a probability density function f (k) = ck 10 (0 ≤ k ≤ 230 ), and
Z 230
c denotes a constant that satisfies
f (k)dk = 1. Then, the
0

center estimation mid for this distribution is
 1
 10+1
k1
+ k210+1 10+1
midpower (k1 , k2 ) :=
.
2
The purpose of using power-law distribution is to evaluate the
effect of the proposed method on biased key distribution.
On the topology constructed based on the keys generated by the above method, every node issued 100

Fig. 7: Average path lengths on a topology whose keys were
generated by power-law distribution.
TABLE II: Average path lengths on a topology whose
keys were generated by power-law distribution where
n = 100, 1000, 10000.
n = 100

1000

10000

4.75
4.46
4.44
4.59
4.35
4.34

9.31
8.38
8.37
7.87
7.14
7.15

11.41
9.76
9.70
10.31
9.05
9.03

searchOp
searchDROp (mid:uniform)
searchDROp (mid:power)
searchMLOp
searchDSGOp(mid:uniform)
searchDSGOp(mid:power)

search queries whose target keys ktarget ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 230 − 1}
were generated by uniform distribution. We plotted the
average of all path lengths of the routings for these
queries in Figure 7. searchDSGOp(mid:power) and
searchDROp(mid:power) represent routings that involve
the use of midpower as a center estimation of keys.
As a result, the average path lengths were almost
the same in searchDSGOp(mid:uniform) and
searchDSGOp(mid:power), and we discovered that
using miduniform as a detour criterion is effective even if the key
distribution is biased. Table II lists the average path lengths
where the number of nodes n is 100, 1000, and 10000. The
numerical values also indicate that the average path lengths
of the routings following searchDSGOp(mid:uniform)
and searchDSGOp(mid:power) are almost the same. In
both routings, the average path length of searchOp was
shortened by about 20%.
C. Random English Titles on Wikipedia
We used random English titles obtained on Nov. 8, 2018
from API2 published by Wikipedia as keys. Specifically, each
title was considered as a single-byte character string, and we
used the string as a 256(= 28 )-based integer key. The purpose
of using random titles is to evaluate the effect of the proposed
method in realistic situations.
2 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main

page (accessed Jan. 24, 2019)
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